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THOUGHT-PROVOKING, AFFIRMATIVE DISCLOSURES

PERTAINING TO ISLAM

INTRODUCTION

Throughout  the  past  two  years  I  have  recorded  some  provoking  thoughts

concerning Islam in my pc notebook. I think it is time to make them public. Some are

by me and some are from other sources. They are indicated. The thoughts are in no

particular order according to subject matter. Some of the sayings are surely similar to

those that some readers have had in mind. Neither does the author claim that these

statements have never been said before or in some other phrasing.

As the above title indicates, the following entries are affirmative because they

present the assertion that there are truths in Islam that have been covered over by

the  general  belief  that  Islam  is  peaceful  and  tolerant.  These  truths  must  be

uncovered and these truths deserve to be disclosed. As such, Islam's cover becomes

penetrated and blown wide open for the interested reader. All of the entries below

indicate the truths about Islam.

***

The Urban Dictionary Defines Islam

The words in The Urban Dictionary are defined literally. Many terms and their

meanings are slang words and cultural words with slang commentary and cultural

commentary. Placing a word on the website  The Urban Dictionary means that the

word includes not only definitions, but also descriptions, explanations, and examples

of  usage. Although originally  intended to present  slang and cultural  words  to the

public, The Urban Dictionary now defines any word or phrase.

Entries in The Urban Dictionary have been used to decide many legal cases

before courts of law.

The Urban Dictionary is  used by approximately  1 million  persons per  day.

There are about 2000 new entries every day.

The  following  subjective  entries  in  this  present  section  are  from  the

http://de.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Islam, which as of this writing has 81

definitions with descriptions, and/or explanations concerning Islam.1

1 For more information refer to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_Dictionary. The original orthography

of The Urban Dictionary entries has been corrected.
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� "Islam is a religion of peace and tolerance that advocates the killing of persons

who question its peacefulness and tolerance."

� "Islam – the belief that an illiterate merchant in a cave became the stenographer of

a sky fairy, recording the infallible word of the sky fairy's boss, after which time

said  illiterate  merchant  rose  into  the  sky  on  a  winged  horse.2 Among  other

peaceful precepts, this belief will earn you 72 virgins in the sky, provided you strap

an explosive device to yourself, and set off said device in a place calculated to kill

as many innocent bystanders as possible."

� "A  religion  of  perpetual  outrage  and  violence.  Its  followers  have  a  dangerous

preoccupation with death."

� "They keep saying Islam means peace, but that was a misspelling, for piece. Like

they want a piece of you, me, and everyone who isn't a Muslim!"

� "Islam is the Arabs' version of Christianity. The Arabs did not have a religion in the

7th century so they decided they should have their own because they did not like

the fact that the Jews had their religion and the Christians had theirs and they had

none and that was very humiliating for them. So they invented their own religion

mainly by copying bits and pieces from Judaism and Christianity and then called it

Islam. Then they made up pieces as they went along over the years and voilà

instant religion! Now the followers of Islam get very touchy about their religion and

they go around trying to convince the world  that  they are very  nice people by

showing lots of pictures of children and girls in Islamic dress and when they can,

they murder anyone that does not believe them."

� "Islam is as Islam does." 

� "A self-righteous,  violent,  fascist,  hypocritical  but  monotheistic religion that was

founded  by  Muhammad,  and  follows  the  violent  teachings  of  the  Koran  that

demand Jihad against anyone in the world who is not a Muslim, for the intent of

“conversion.” In order to earn favor with God, you must follow seven pillars – none

of  which  will  save  you.  This  is  what  separates  Islam from Christianity,  in  that

Muslims believe salvation can be achieved by good works (for Muslims), while

Christianity  teaches  that  salvation  comes only  through  faith  in  the  resurrected

Jesus Christ. Muslims (followers of Islam) call the supreme deity (God) Allah and

Muhammad is his prophet. 

2  There is no source that says Muhammad flew to heaven on a winged horse.  Consult the various

answers  concerning  this  Islamic  folklore  and  gullibility  matter  at  the  following  link:
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20130430034712AAmR7KI. 
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� Islam and Muslims claim the word Islam means “peace”;  but it  is  anything but

peace. It is a religion of perpetual outrage and violence against (those) of other

faiths. Islam promotes the killing and violence of non-Muslims, for conversion. Its

followers have a dangerous preoccupation with death and suicide attacks against

people as a result. This is an abomination to most religions, because the real,

loving God wants Salvation thru faith and not force. Islam hates people of other

religions. It  embraces terrorism for the sake of destroying the West, Jews, and

Israel. Islam believes Jews and Christians came from pigs, which is crazy. This is

Nazism at its finest."

� "Muhammad was a murderer so why shouldn’t his phony religion be? Islam also

teaches that  its  followers  will  eventually  rule  the world,  and the destruction of

America is in their future. This is partly why 9-11 happened. If you don’t believe

that  Islam is  a  fascist  religion  that  wants  to  rule  the  world  then  I  have  some

beachfront property in Kansas I would like to sell you."

� "Islam is a religion of nothing but hatred, violence and death. This explains the

epidemic of violence in the Middle East."

� "Islam does not  mean peace. It  means submission (or else!)  to the will  of  the

Muslim god Allah and when you submit you become the slave of Allah. All that

Allah asks is that you stop thinking for yourself, give up your own decency and

divide the world into believers (Muslims) and non-believers (everyone else) which

you must not befriend or respect and must eventually either convert, enslave, or

destroy.  You must also be willing  to attack anyone anytime who is labeled an

enemy of Islam when asked to by your local imam (a self-appointed fanatic who

acts as a priest in Islam). Islam teaches that you have to accept the evil of Islam

because in Islam evil is OK if it is the will of Allah. What a deal!" 

� "Unlike the Christian god, Allah is angry, cruel and blood-thirsty and he sanctions

and  encourages  suffering,  treachery  and  terror  towards  non-believers  which

ironically seems to be the fate of Muslims around the world today. His followers

(his slaves) seem to enjoy showing the world how they behead people and they

seem to take delight in seeing innocent men, women and children getting blown up

into little pieces while they chant that Allah is great. To the Christians, Allah fits the

definition of the Devil, but that is another story."

� "The world would be far better off if Islam never existed."

� "Islam is a monotheistic religion created when Satan, under the guise of the angel

Gabriel,  assaulted Mohammad in his sleep by nearly choking him to death and

ordering  Mohammad to  start  reciting  even  though  he  was  sleeping  and  more

importantly, illiterate."
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� "The religion is the fusion of Arab pagan moon-god worship rituals overlaid with

false associations to Judaism and Christianity."

� Its fundamental purpose is the subjugation of the entire world. All persons will one

day submit to the worshipping of the moon-god Allah (who is Satan). 

� "To achieve this goal, Muslims are raised from birth to view all non-Muslims with

contempt and hatred. They are also compelled to live under rules which make life

on earth depressing and are promised an orgy that will  last  forever if  they die

engaging in actions that support the goal of Islam domination. This is the only sure

way for a Muslim to know he is not condemned to Islam's hell."

� "Muslims believe that the Imam Mahdi with the help of the prophet Isa (Jesus) will

appear in the last days of the current era to assist in Islam's inevitable victory over

freedom. The Mahdi and Isa will lead a world-wide Jihad whose mission is to kill

every Jew and destroy Christianity in a manner extremely similar to the Antichrist

and the False Prophet in the Bible."

� "Islam is both a religion and a governmental system, it is probably the Babylon

spoken of in Revelation, as the Holy Books of Islam were canonized in Baghdad,

which is near the ruins of the ancient center of Satan's empire, Babylon."

� Islam promotes polygamy,  child molestation,  rape and incest.  The reason why

most Muslims are mentally retarded is that they tend to marry within their families

thus producing retarded children."

� "A totalitarian, patriarchal, expansionist political system disguised as a religion. It

was founded by Muhammad, an illiterate Arabian warlord with a God-complex in

the 7th century. Islam means submission. The basic tenet of Islam is that all non-

Muslims must submit to Muslims, and all women must submit to men."

� "Islam is focused on confronting and converting people of other faiths and religions

–  and  it  is  traditionally  spread  through  war,  violence,  terror,  coercion,  and

pressure. Whenever there is a significant Muslim minority in a country, friction and

violence  is  inevitable  until  Islam  gains  dominance.  The  victims  are  given  the

choice to convert to Islam, live as a dhimmi (protected minority) and pay a jizya

(protection money / tax), or be killed or run out of their native land. It's impossible

to officially covert out of Islam or change religions, according to Islamic law. Islam

considers non-believers to be infidels and Islamic 'holy' texts permit violence and

jihad against them."

� Islam has taken over 57 countries which now have an Islamic majority. The goal of

Islam is to take over the entire world and cause humanity to revert back to the 7th
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century  as  a  means  of  achieving  peace  and  harmony  through  complete

dominance and obliteration of theological diversity."

� "The religion  that  follows  history's  greatest  pedophile.  Chris  Hansen  would  be

happy to catch this one!"

� "Mohammed aged 51 was with his favorite child-bride Aisha 6:"

"Mohammed would take a bath with the little girl  and fondle her."  (Bukhari

6:298)

"Mohammed deflowered pre-pubescent Aisha when he was 54 and she was

9." (Bukhari 7:62.88)

� "A Muslim is typically someone whose ancestors were forced to convert to Islam

under the threat of death or violence."

� "Islam is a cult  of hate, murder and mayhem which propagates violence in the

name of the ancient moon god of the Arabs called Allah."

� "Muslims like to fancy themselves as the followers of the last revealed words of

God who they call Allah, also referred to as Allahu Akbar."

� "In  Islam,  rape,  marriage,  and  divorce  of  pre-pubescent  children  is  allowed."

(Koran 65:4)

� "Muslims,  in  fact,  Allah  himself,  considered  Mohammed to  be  the  ideal  man."

(Koran 68:4, 33:21)

� "A Weapon of Mass Destruction."

� "Islam:  A  satanic,  blatantly  evil,  male  supremacist  cult  comprised  of  an

imaginatively  constructed  socio-cultural  paradigm;  whose  apophenic  members

modify  their  lifestyle  according to  a  long  dead shaman ancestor’s  view of  the

world.  The primary purpose of Islam is to force males to be delusional and to

enslave and degrade females.

� "Islam has two major and irreconcilably opposed divisions:

a) Shi’ite’s who devote their lives to Allah, the prophet and the Koran.

b) Sunni’s who devote their lives to Allah, the prophet and the Koran.

which is seen by both types as grounds for total hatred of the other."
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� "For Muslims, Friday is a special day when they can spuriously riot about imagined

insults to Islam and burn flags of western nations."

� "Part of a Muslim’s remaining waking hours are spent examining vegetables etc, in

their search for pareidolia expressing Koranic verses."

� Historically  Islam gave  nothing  to  the  world;  along  with  the  other  nine  Arabic

(actually Vedic) numerals. Islam falsely claims that ‘god’ is more important than

humanity, whereas in reality nothing is more important."

� "A  religion  that  prays  to  the  Allah.  Note  that  their  Allah  is  a  moon  god  that

Mohammad took as he pleased from pagan religion; this is completely different

from Christian God (YHWH).

� A religion  whose  prophet  was  a  mass  murderer  (that  was  not  an  act  of  self-

defense, rather Mohammad himself who made a war with innocent people back

then, so don't give me a crap about his action was justified), f**king 6 year-old kid

(Aisha), practiced polygamy, told his followers to kill Christian and Jew so when

they died, they got 72 virgins in heaven."

� A religion that is slowly crushing western civilization from inside."

� The most used word by Muslims (people who practice Islam) around the world is

"Jihad" followed by 'BOOM' and 'Infidel'. 

� "Islam  is  the  only  thing  in  the  world  you  can't  make  fun  of  without  risk  of

decapitation." 

� ISLAM = International Society of Liars And Murderers 

***

Selected  Statements  Concerning  Islam  Made  By  Important  Historical

Personalities

Many  important  people  in  history  have  stated  critical  opinions  and  truths

regarding  Islam.  The  short  selection  below  indicates  the  spectrum  of  these

standpoints, opinions, and truths about Islam.

� "Ever since the religion of Islam appeared in the world, the espousers of it…have

been as wolves and tigers to all other nations, rending and tearing all that fell into

their merciless paws, and grinding them with their iron teeth; that numberless cities

are  raised  from  the  foundation,  and  only  their  name  remaining;  that  many

countries, which were once as the garden of God, are now a desolate wilderness;
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and that  so many once numerous and powerful  nations are vanished from the

earth.  Such was,  and is  at  this  day,  the rage,  the fury,  the revenge,  of  these

destroyers of human kind."3 ‒ John Wesley (1703-1791), Methodist leader.

� "Adopting from the new Revelation of Jesus, the faith and hope of immortal life, and of

future retribution, he [Mohammed] humbled it to the dust by adapting all the rewards and

sanctions of his religion to the gratification of the sexual passion. He poisoned the sources

of human felicity at the fountain, by degrading the condition of the female sex, and the

allowance of polygamy; and he declared undistinguishing and exterminating war, as a part

of his religion, against all the rest of mankind. THE ESSENCE OF HIS DOCTRINE WAS

VIOLENCE AND LUST.-- TO EXALT THE BRUTAL OVER THE SPIRITUAL PART OF

HUMAN NATURE.... Between these two religions, thus contrasted in their characters, a

war  of  twelve  hundred years has already raged. The war  is  yet  flagrant  ...  While the

merciless  and  dissolute  dogmas of  the  false  prophet  shall  furnish  motives  to  human

action, there can never be peace upon earth, and good will towards men."4  ‒ John Quincy

Adams (1767-1848), Sixth President of the United States.

� "How dreadful are the curses which Mohammedanism lays on its votaries! Besides the

fanatical frenzy, which is as dangerous in a man as hydrophobia [rabies] in a dog, there is

this fearful fatalistic apathy. ...The fact that in Mohammedan law [sharia] every woman

must  belong  to  some  man  as  his  absolute  property,  either  as  a  child,  a  wife,  or  a

concubine, must delay the final extinction of slavery until the faith of Islam has ceased to

be a great power among men. Individual Moslems may show splendid qualities -- but the

influence  of  the  religion  paralyzes  the  social  development  of  those who  follow it.  No

stronger  retrograde  force  exists  in  the  world."5  ‒  Sir  Winston Churchill  (1874-1965),

British Prime Minister.

� "Today [1950], the hatred of the Moslem countries against the West is becoming

hatred against Christianity itself. Although the statesmen have not yet taken it into

account, there is still grave danger that the temporal power of Islam may return

and, with it, the menace that it may shake off a West which has ceased to be

Christian, and affirm itself as a great anti-Christian world power."6  ‒  Archbishop

Fulton J. Sheen (1895-1979).

� "Mahometanism  [Islam]  is  essentially  an  obstructive,  intolerant  system…It  has

consecrated despotism; it has consecrated polygamy; it has consecrated slavery.

3 http://www.thesocialcontract.com/artman2/publish/tsc_21_1/tsc_21_1_candid_observations_islam.

shtml.

4 Ibid. The words in caps are as originally printed.

5 Ibid.

6 http://www.spirit-digest.com/Our%20Lady%20Apparitions/OL&islam.htm.
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It  has  declared  war  against  every  other  creed;  it  has  claimed  to  be  at  least

dominant in every land…When it ceases to have an enemy to contend against, it

sinks into sluggish stupidity and into a barbarism far viler…It must have an enemy;

if cut off…from conflict with the infidel, it finds its substitute in sectarian hatred of

brother Moslems…"7  ‒ Edward Augustus Freeman (1823-1892), British historian.

� "Qur’an… an accursed book… So long as there is this book there will be no peace in the

world."8  ‒ William Gladstone (1809-1898), Prime Minister of Great Britain 1868 – 1894.

� "Am I calling for a war between Christianity and Islam? Certainly not. What I am calling for

is a general recognition that we are already in a war. ...What we are fighting today is not

precisely a "war on terror." Terror is a tactic, not an opponent. To wage a "war on terror" is

like waging a "war on bombs": it focuses on a tool of the enemy rather than the enemy

itself.  A refusal to identify the enemy is extremely dangerous...  ."9  ‒  Robert Spencer,

American author and Islam expert. 

� "Will not perhaps the temporal power of Islam return and with it the menace of an armed

Mohammedan world, which will shake off the domination of Europeans — still nominally

Christian — and reappear  as  the prime enemy of  our  civilization? The future always

comes as a surprise,  but  political  wisdom consists in  attempting at  least  some partial

judgment of what that surprise may be. And for my part I cannot but believe that a main

unexpected thing of  the future is  the return of  Islam."10  ‒  Hilaire Belloc (1870-1953),

Anglo-French author and historian.

� "I  view  Islam not  as  a  religion,  but  as  a  dangerous,  totalitarian  ideology  --  equal  to

communism  and  fascism.  Aren't  I  allowed  to  say  so?"11  ‒  Geert  Wilders,  Dutch

parliamentarian.

� "Christianity was saved in Europe solely because the peoples of Europe  fought. If  the

peoples of Europe in the seventh and eighth centuries, and on up to, and including, the

seventeenth century, had not possessed a military equality with, and gradually a growing

superiority over, the Mohammedans who invaded Europe, Europe would at this moment

be Mohammedan and the Christian religion would be exterminated.

Wherever the Mohammedans have had complete sway,  wherever the Christians have

been unable to resist them by the sword, Christianity has ultimately disappeared. From

7 http://www.andrewbostom.org/blog/2009/11/02/timeless-insights-for-general-stanley-mcchrystal-

from-historian-edward-augustus-freeman-d-1892/. 

8 http://archbishop-cranmer.blogspot.de/2009/12/william-ewart-gladstone-born-200-years.html.

9 http://johnscorner.blogspot.de/2007/07/robert-spencers-proposals-vis-vis-islam.html. 

10 http://practicalcatholicjunto.org/blog/?p=2594. 

11 http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTID=33824. 
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the hammer of Charles Martel, to the sword of Sobieski, Christianity owed its safety in

Europe to the fact that it was able to show that it could, and would, fight as well as the

Mohammedan aggressor.

The civilization of Europe, America, and Australia, exists today at all, only because of the

victories of civilized man over the enemies of civilization -- because of victories through

the centuries from Charles Martel  [Battle of Tours 732 AD], in the eighth century, and

those of John Sobieski [Battle of Vienna 1683], in the seventeenth century. ...There are

such "social values" today in Europe, America and Australia only because during those

thousand years, the Christians of Europe possessed the warlike power to do what the

Christians of Asia and Africa had failed to do -- that is, to beat back the Moslem invader."12

‒ Teddy Roosevelt (1858 -1919), Twenty-sixth President of the United States.

� "Islam isn't in America to be equal to any other faith, but to become dominant. The Qu'ran

should  be  the  highest  authority  in  America,  and  Islam the  only  accepted  religion  on

earth."13  ‒  Omar  Ahmed,  CAIR  (Council  for  American  Islamic  Relations)  Founding

Chairman.

� Ladies and gentlemen, we have to recognize that Islam is not a religion. It is a worldwide

political  movement  bent  on domination of  the world.  And it  is  meant  to  subjugate all

people under Islamic law.  In the Quran, it says it very clearly. There are two spheres. One

is the Dar al-Harb, which is the realm of war. The other is Dar al-Islam, which is that part

that's under submission to Islam. There is  no middle ground. You're either at  war,  or

you're under submission."14  ‒ Pat Robertson, American theologian.

� "It (the Koran) is certainly one of the most convincing proofs that Mohammedism

(sic)  was  no  other  than  human  invention,  that  it  owed  its  progress  and

establishment almost entirely to the sword.”15  ‒ George Sale, English orientalist.

***

The Author's Small Collection

The following entries below are my thought-provoking, affirmative disclosures

concerning Islam. It is my conviction that Islam is not a religion, but a cult and that

Allah is not God.  Allah is Allah and God is God.16

12 http://pamelageller.com/2007/08/teddy-roosevelt.html/. 

13 http://www.investigativeproject.org/comments/23052. 

14 http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/19239.

 

15 http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/7440/pg7440.html.  The Koran (Al-Qur'an) by George Sale.)

George Sale translated the Koran into English in 1734.  George Sale's translation of the Koran and the
written notes thereto are still considered to be very authoritative.

16 http://www.nairaland.com/837496/ten-reasons-why-allah-not;  http://www.answering-

islam.org/God/index.html; http://kingmessiahproject.com/is_allah_not_God.html. 
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� Islamic countries and western  democracies can never  have  an atmosphere  of

mutual confidence. Islamists never honor their  pledges.  Islamic countries really

conspire against western democracies and institutions of the free world. Forget

about international  treaties with  them. They will  sign any treaty  that  they think

promotes the furtherance of Islam.

� In  Islam  Muhammad  and  Allah  are  the  united  middle  point.  In  western

democracies humans are the middle point.

� No Muslim country can be a proper ally for the United States of America.

� The goal of  Islamists is to overthrow the political order of the United States of

America and turn it into a sharia law caliphate.

� Jihadists  consider  mass  murder,  beheadings,  and  terrorist  attacks  as  normal

activities for fighters of Allah.

� If  the  United  States of  America  or  any other  country  make deals  with  Islamic

terrorists,  that  country  will  have to  pay for its  dumbness in  a worse  way than

terrorism.

� Islam dismisses western traditions, western morality, and western ethics because

they do not come from Muhammad and Allah.

� Islamists claim that Islam (sharia law) is a better justice. There is no real love in

Islam and there can be no real love in Islam because Allah seeks to harm.

� The hadiths of Muhammad are not historically accurate. They are evil fantasies.

� Allah is not God. Allah is Allah only and Allah is far less than God.

� Muslims  and  Islam  have  infiltrated  the  American  government  under  Barack

Hussein  Obama at his invitation.  Islam and Islamists are formulating American

domestic and international policy.

� The fundamental drive of Islam is its assumption that Islam will destroy America

and on  its  ruins  a  new,  Islamic  caliphate  will  be  constructed  after  the  Islamic

pattern. American Patriots will prove that assumption and the drive to be false.

� One of the successful methods to combat Islam is to ridicule it and discredit it. It is

easy to ridicule and discredit because it is anti-humanitarian.

� There is no love in Islam because those who claim to love Allah also want to kill

those who do not believe in Allah.

� The modus operandi in Islam is always tampering with the truth and committing

character assassinations, to say nothing of beheadings.
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� Muslims cannot encounter a different reality other than Islam because under Islam

they succumb to forces of illusion and self-delusion.

� Islam has always subverted history in its violent conquests.

� Islamists are establishing sharia law when they conduct jihad.

� Muslims  do  not  twist  the  codes  of  Islam  –  the  Hadiths  and  the  Koran.  They

exemplify these evil codes.

� Perhaps the only way to eliminate Islam is to make it  extinct.  Scrub the world

clean!

� The command of Islam to its Muslim believers is for Muslims to hate and despise

Jews and Christians and never accept them as friends.

� Muslims do not hate Satanists because they have similar beliefs.

� We often hear and read  Islam is a religion of peace.  That is  a big lie  with no

veracity, no evidence, and no reality.

� Here are some examples of peaceful Islam:  use of violence and terror, civilian

casualties as a result of their attacks according to the dictates of the Hadiths and

the Koran.

� There is only one sin for a Muslim:  refusal to go into battle against unbelievers.

Those who do not go into battle against the unbelievers will burn in Hell.

� There are 124 suras (verses) of tolerance in the Koran. All of them are abrogated

(cancelled) by any subsequent sura that has a different meaning.

� Islamic tolerance is cancelled out by Islamic intolerance.

� What are the facts behind Islam? Find out before Islam is whitewashed and the

facts disappear to the degree that Islamic scholars will  maintain that they never

existed.

� Reach out to Islam?  Bullshit!!!  That is a form of suicide. I do not want to lose my

life and I do not want to lose the only head I have.

� There are 109 war verses in the Koran and about 50 direct references to armed

struggle, (armed conflict = jihad) in the Koran. The Hadiths have more references

to jihad.) Therefore jihad is not a spiritual phenomenon. It is a military action aimed

at conquering.

� Islam thrives on censorship, polygamy, rape, and slavery and everything else that

is illegal in western societies.
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� Islamic apologists  are  busy directing Americans away from the basic  fact  that

freedom and Islam are incompatible.

� Islamists love death to the same degree that unbelievers love life.

� The Muslim Brotherhood has 29 friendly front organizations in the United States of

America.

� Islam is the source of racism. It was always racist and will always be racist as long

as it exists.

� There are no moderate Islamic views. All of them are violent views!

� Americans are not educated in the history and the truth about Islam. They are

brainwashed into embracing Islam.

� If you want to break the law in America and get away with it, say you are a Muslim

and you obey only the Koran.

� It's about time for non-Muslims to stop being politically correct and tolerant and

recognize Islam for what it is:  an evil cult based on fear and spreading fear.

� If  you  have  doubts  about  what  Islam  is  up  to  or  that  it  is  peaceful  and  only

regionally oriented then consider this statement from Ayatollah Khomeini (1902-

1989), Jimmy Carter's man of God!  “Islam makes it incumbent on all adult males,

provided they are not disabled and incapacitated, to prepare themselves for the

conquest of [other] countries so that the writ of Islam is obeyed in every country in

the world. But those who study Islamic Holy War will understand why Islam wants

to conquer the whole  world….  Those who know nothing of  Islam pretend that

Islam counsels against war. Those [who say this] are witless. Islam says, kill all

the unbelievers just as they would kill  you all! ...Whatever good there is, exists

thanks to the sword, and in the shadow of the sword!  People cannot be made

obedient, except with the sword! The sword is the key to Paradise, which can be

opened only for Holy Warriors! ...Does all that mean that Islam is a religion that

prevents men from waging war? I spit upon those foolish souls who make such a

claim."

� The greatest killing machine throughout history from the early 7th century is Islam.

A conservative estimate, very conservative, is that Islam has killed over 300 million

people who were not Muslim.

� What's wrong with calling Islam an evil empire?  It's the truth!

� Islam separates Islamic theory from Islamic practice and vice-versa.

� The mainstream media places Islam over American traditions and culture.
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� Do you want to know the evil truth about Islam?  Read the Koran. Don't let anyone

tell you what's in it and what's not in it. Evil is in it!  The Koran says this!

� The foreign policy of Saudi Arabia is to export Islam.

� Sharia law has precedence over any other law because it comes from Allah, a

moon god!

� The tragedy of Islamic believers is that they are lunatics and they don't know it.

� The United States of America has no logical reason to replace its traditions and

culture with Islam. It would be a journey into evil.

� What  the  USA  needs  is  a  new  McCarthy  Era  concerning  the  Islamization  of

America. Senator Joe McCarthy, who tried to defend his country against another

evil, communism, was right with every accusation he made.

� Islam and Muslims have made massive incursions into the federal government.

Their super agent is Barack Hussein Obama.

� Islam will extinguish whatever human dignity remains in the world.

� Islam is a gigantic lie and gigantic lies always take root because the bigger the lie,

the more prone people are to believe it.

� Don't trust Islam and Muslims. They will always wage a clandestine war against

those they wish to conquer.

� Why does the USA allow the destructive, evil force of Islam to exist?

� Muslim organizations in America are using American statecraft as an appendage

of Islam.

� The American government must expose all areas of Islam as crimes on humanity.

� We are  seeing  the  ultimate  impact  of  Islamic  influence  on  America,  Islamic

conspiracy.  The subversion of  logic  is  what  it  is  doing to  the United States of

America.

� Islam is spreading in the USA and around the world because it uses the lesser

known  side  of  what  is  called  espionage:   deception,  disinformation,  influence,

provocation, and subversion.

� An excellent method of combating the spread of Islam in the USA would be to

have the mass media investigate it thoroughly. However, that would mean that the

mass media VIPS would lose their bribes.
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� A major problem in combating Islam in the USA is that the dumbed-down citizen

thinks Obama and all Muslims are trustworthy.

� American Patriots must show the loathesomeness of the Obama regime because

that loathsomeness is the source of its lies and creates the atmosphere for the

existence of evil beliefs like Islam.

� Islam is a culture of omission. It omits what is good and substitutes it with evil.

� One reason for the rise of Islam in America is media bias.

� The premise  of  Islam:   The non-believers  of  the past  are  dead.  Those of  the

present are also dead or will be dying. So what if a few millions are killed in the

name of  Allah  and  Muhammad as  long  as  the  great  idea  of  Islam  continues

onward?  (Rather backwards?)

� Islam is  a  big  lie.  It  knows  that  the truth  is  available  to  those  who can  think

logically. Yet, Islam says the deceiver must not relinquish. Denial must take place

on the one hand, and a pool of big lies must take place on the other hand. This will

cause  confusion  for  the  passive  progressives  and  leftists  and  create  an

atmosphere for the acceptance of the various versions of the truth as pronounced

by the Islamic propagandists.

� Islam denies history. It will always rewrite history in the sense of what ought to

have happened.

� For Islam, the truthful facts about Islamic crimes against humanity are the real

crimes.

� In the Hadith according to Bukhari (4.52.220)  Muhammad said:  "I have been

made victorious through terror."

� Ayatollah Khomeini:  "Allah did not create man so that he could have fun. The aim

of creation was for mankind to be put to the test through hardship and prayer. An

Islamic regime must be serious in every field. There are no jokes in Islam. There is

no humor in  Islam. There is  no fun in Islam.  There can be no fun and joy in

whatever is serious. Islam does not allow swimming in the sea and is opposed to

radio  and  television  serials.  Islam,  however,  allows  marksmanship,  horseback

riding and competition … ."17

� Hasan al-Banna, the Founder of the Muslim Brotherhood:  "We summon you to

Islam, the teachings of Islam, the laws of Islam and the guidance of Islam, and if

this smacks of “politics” in your eyes, then it is our policy . . . Islam does have a

17 Meeting in Qom "Broadcast by radio Iran from Qom on 20 August 1979." quoted in Taheri,  The

Spirit of Allah (1985) p.259.
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policy embracing the happiness of this world . . . We believe that Islam is an all-

embracing concept which regulates every aspect of life, adjudicating on every one

of its concerns and prescribing for it a solid and rigorous order."18 

This is true. Islam even tells one how to go to the toilet the only correct Islamic

way!  After reading the following footnoted article you will be convinced.19 

� Islam  in  any  form,  private,  communal,  regional,  national,  or  international  is  a

violent threat to liberty.

� Barack Hussein Obama, regardless of how he is dressed, wears Islamic clothes.

� The prostitute mass media in America, Europe, indeed, the world, are prohibiting

the implications of true Islam from being presented in correct focus. It is a major

contribution to the downfall of Western Civilization.

� Perhaps under Barack Hussein Obama America's new Independence Day will be

11 September.

� "Unlike  Nazism,  communism  has  never  been  judged  guilty  or  even  held

responsible  for  the  carnage  and  suffering  it  has  caused.  On  the  contrary,  it

remains a source of 'liberal' statist ideas such as Obamacare. … FDR presided

over the biggest national security disaster in U.S. history, the massive infiltration of

the U.S. government by agents of  a foreign power."  The present problem with

America is that Islamic agents are infiltrating all levels of government and society

and no one cares.20

� Hitler murdered over 7 million Jews. Under Stalin over 50 million Russians were

murdered or disappeared in the GULAG. Under Islam hundreds of millions have

been  murdered  since  the  seventh  century.  Barack  Hussein  Obama  will  be

remembered for his allowing the massive infiltration of Islamists into the federal

government,  probably  on  a  level  higher  that  what  Franklin  Delano  Roosevelt

allowed for Soviet agents.

� Do not send to know for whom the bell tolls. It’s gone and there is a minaret in its

place.21 

� Islam forces the independent individual to become a soulless object. Also:  Islam

degrades the individual to a passive object.

18 http://www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/13534#.VClGC9Pp-VE.

19http://www.colony14.net/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/howtodonumberoneandnumbertwoproperl

yB.pdf

20 http://townhall.com/columnists/dianawest/2014/09/26/blinding-history-n1896951.

21 http://www.trevorloudon.com/2014/10/american-betrayal-when-the-few-try-to-control-the-many/)
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� Islam is bacon of dope.

� "Killing Jews is worship that brings us closer to Allah."22

� "The simple step of  a  courageous man is  not  to  take  part  in  the falsehood."23

Therefore, don't take part in the lie that is Islam and be courageous!!!  Don't fear

Islam!!! Don't ask anything of Muslims, and don't believe them!!! Don't forget that

Islam rejects all concepts of ethics and morality.

� Religions of the past placed emphasis on the sun. Islam placed emphasis on the

moon, and still does. The sun is a symbol of godliness. The moon is a symbol of

anti-godliness, i.e., Satanism.

� The year is 2080. There are no church spires. There are only minarets and the

churches  have  become  mosques  where  lunatics  pray  a  collective  homage  to

evilness.

� Allah is crap and Muhammad is its diarrhea. 

� Recently there have been a number of German politicians saying Islam gehört zu

Deutschland. (Islam belongs to Germany.)  It will be only a matter of a short time

and they will be saying Germany gehört zum Islam. (Germany belongs to Islam.)

� Question:  Is a synagogue protected by the Koran?  

Answer:   Yes,  because  Muslims  know  that  after  the  Jews  are  killed  their

synagogue will be converted into a mosque.

� For Christians and Jews the message of life is love, even love of one's enemies.

For Islam the message of life is hate and destruction/elimination of everyone and

everything that is not Islam.

� Jesus Christ  never  justified  violence  and killing.  Muhammad always  did  it  and

justified it  with his Allah voice, most often as a result of one of his epileptic fit

hallucinations.

� Islam is the collective of violence and terror.

� There never was a Golden Age of Islam. Islam was always an age of blood and

violence and the killing of unbelievers.  Islam is a continuous age of blood and

rage.

22 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2292398/Killing-Jews-worship-brings-closer-Allah-Outrage-

racist-ad-campaign-launched-San-Francisco.html.

23 http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1970/solzhenitsyn-lecture.html. 
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� "In the long stretch of time since the life of Muhammad, it is doubtful if there has

been a single year in which Muslims, in some part of the world, have not been

fighting against Infidels. … In the great majority of these wars, Muslims were the

aggressors."24  

� Islam lives and breathes deception. One cannot understand what they are doing

without  comprehending this  fact.  Indeed,  one cannot  understand Islam without

understanding deception.25 

� American culture and history are being stolen by Islam and its tools in America.

American culture and history are being diverted, rewritten, and propagandized to

the point  where the former truths are  turned into  lies,  thus changing historical

reality into deception.

� Who reads the Koran?  Only a few people who are already jihadists, wagers of

holy war for Islam.

� DemocRATS consider foreign aid to Islamist countries as being stimulus spending

in favor of America. In reality is it nothing more than a modern form of the jizya tax.

� The whining of Palestinians is nothing more than the misrepresentation of their

phantom country for ideological ends.

� The three Ds of Islam:  Deflect, Destroy, Deny.

� Concerning  Islamic  crimes and  deceptions:   The West,  particularly  the  United

States of America has been infiltrated deeply by dark, Islamic forces that conduct

their propaganda undisturbed. The argument is that such a condition must not be

exposed because it might upset Islamic countries; it might worsen relations with

the  sources  of  evil  and  the  wishy-washy  governments  of  the  West  would  be

attacked by the hardliners who are opposed to Islam.

� Islam's glaring lie:  Islam is peace and tolerance!

� Islam's friend in the United States of America is liberalism!

24 Emmet Scott,  Muhammad & Charlemagne Revisited  The History of a Controversy, New English

Review Press, Nashville, Tennessee:  2012, p.187.

25 Adapted from a statement on communism from Joseph D. Douglas, Jr., quoted in Robert Buchar,

And Reality Be Damned … Undoing America … What the media didn't tell you about the end of the
Cold War and the fall of Communism in Europe, Strategic Book Publishing, Arizona:  2012, pp.85-86.
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� DemocRATS and  RINOS (Republicans  In  Name Only)  have  always  seen  the

dangers coming from Islam as being non-dangers and something to shrug off.

With  regard  to  this  matter  American  patriots  are  ridiculed  and  routed  by  the

lamestream media.

� Regardless of where Islam is located, it always conducts campaigns of deception

and manipulation.

� In the Catechism of the Revolutionists there is a description of a mode of operation

that  applies  to  Islam  exactly  when  Islam  conducts  relations  with  non-Islamic

countries:   "One (A  Muslim)  may conspire  with  them in  accordance  with  their

program, making them believe that one follows blindly and at the same time one

should take hold of them, get possession of their secrets, compromise them to the

utmost,  so  that  no  avenue  of  escape  may be  left  to  them,  and  use  them as

instruments for stirring up disturbances in the State."26 

� With disguised organizations under the control of billionaire George Soros and the

influence  of  Islam,  there  is  no  question  that  the  Obama  Regime  and  the

DemocRAT party are fronts for Islam.

� There must be a patriotic assessment of Islam's occupation of America.

� "How could the origins of infiltration contained in Islamic law and Islamic relations

have stayed swept under the rug?  The answer has to do with a new gospel of

falsehood, new commandments, new patterns of thinking, new modes of reaction.

Emerging  from the requirements  of  habitual  secrecy  and  lies,  this  gospel  has

inspired  its  followers,  on  an  unprecedented  scale,  to  decouple  the  fact  from

implication,  knowledge from conclusion,  logic  from judgment.  In serving enemy

ideology the Obama Regime, exonerates the guilty, denies evidence, and flails …

sources. Doing so consciously or not, bends them, bends their brains, bends their

thought processes – and by unavoidable extension and necessary entanglement,

bends ours, too, undermining the solidarity and credibility and worth of absolutes.

Facts and evidence no longer have the same heft they used to. Givens have been

taken or had to be nailed down going out the door, which has left gaping holes.

Oaths, so help me God, have been flouted with demystifying regularity. Two plus

two might equal five, it might not."27

� Lying under oath is not a felony in Islam. It's a commandment.

26 http://www.ditext.com/nomad/heretics/2.html

27 Adapted from a statement by Diana West in her book Betrayal  The Secret Assault on Our Nation's

Character, Saint Martin's Press, New York:  2013, p. 178.
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� Islam is thought control.

� Islam and its policy of dhimmitude creates ghettos.

� Barack Hussein  Obama is  presiding  over  the  ideological  transformation  of  the

DemocRAT Party into a puppet of Islam.

� Islam is the process of control of the individual to absolute control of the individual

so that there is no longer an individual, but the umma.

� The  Barack  Hussein  Obama  Regime  is  converging  with  Islam  which  is  not

converging with the United States of  America and the Barack Hussein Obama

regime. In other words, the Barack Hussein Obama Regime is conducting a policy

of capitulation and its so-called going forward is nothing more than appeasement.

� Islam is an evil empire, regardless of where it is entrenched. The Barack Hussein

Obama Regime is on its way to unreturned concession and appeasement that is

unredeemable.

� All agreements with Islam on the other side are made in good faith on the one

side, and a bunch of lies on the other side.

� The United States of America under the Obama Regime and the DemocRATS

have  retreated  from  world  leadership  and  their  associations  with  Islam  have

forsaken morality and left the United States undefended.

� The  decision  of  Western  governments  to  recognize  the  lie  of  Islam  that  it  is

peaceful and tolerant, and the West's determination to continue this recognition,

regardless of how fantastic the lie is and how historical facts refute it, has allowed

Islam to make transformations in Western societies akin to moral lobotomy.

� There is no longer a conscience of a civilized world. There is only the principles of

Islam that deny a conscience.

� In  their  relationship  with  Islam,  Western societies  have abandoned their  moral

traditions and the lessons of the Enlightenment. Facts are out. The ideology of an

evil cult is in.

� Islam is always the epicenter of any betrayal.
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� Like  Iran,  Muslim  governments  violate  treaties  repeatedly  and  Western

governments turn their heads and hope for a new treaty. The result will be new

treaties accompanied by Islamic impunity.

� The Barack Hussein Obama Regime regurgitates the Islamic line.

� The truths about  Islam as an evil  cult  are  logical  and have been proven. The

problem is that Western societies will not accept them.

� What do Islam and America under Barack Hussein Obama have in common?  In

Islam the subjects are forced to repeat and live by Muhammad's lies. Americans

are forced to live and repeat the lies of the Obama Regime.

� Philosophical, political and sociological cover-ups are the development of Islam.

The kaffirs have always been on the Islamic sting.

� I thank God for taking the souls of the victims of Islam in the past, the present, and

the future into His paradise.

� Islam  would  never  have  existed  had  Muhammad  not  been  a  psychologically

disturbed epileptic. However, I will never insult Muhammad. What he brought into

the world is enough insult, in fact it is self-insult.

� Muhammad's favorite color was green, followed by white and black. The laws of

physics say that white is all colors and black is the absence of color. Nevertheless,

Muhammad's colors are toxic to those who speak the truth.

� Those who are pro-Islam do not understand that the truth about Islam is important.

� What is Islamic propaganda?  It is politicization of the dumb!

� The less a society respects the truth about Islam, the less secure that society will

be and the more unsolved mystery filled with lies Islam will remain.

� Principles  of  logic  are  universal.  Here  are  three  prime  examples  of  Islamic

principles that are universal logic:

Islamic martyrs will go to Jannah and receive a continuous life of sex with 72

virgins. (http://wikiislam.net/wiki/Authenticity_of_72_Virgins_Hadith) 

A black dog is the Devil. (.Sahih Muslim 4:1032)
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The earth  is  flat  and the sun sets  in  muddy water.  (http://www.answering-

islam.org/Quran/Science/sun_set.html presents a lengthy discussion.

� "What thousands of confused liberals have believed (and continue to believe) (is)

that one must allow a seditious Party (Islam) to destroy one's own country rather

than  expose  the  men  and  women  who  are  the  Party."28 Liberals  think  that

unmasking Islam is a greater crime than Islam's war against America!

� The goal of Islam is to subvert the Constitution for the United States of America.

� Allowing Islamic subversion with liberal support means that the United States of

America  has  gone  over  to  Satan's  side.  The  corruption  of  America  is  thus

complete.

� Islam robs "people of freedom of speech, freedom of political  convictions, their

personal liberties, free choice of domiciles and travel, freedom of profession, and

the opportunity for everyone to take his place in society in accordance with his

capabilities. Islam "replace(s) these freedoms with terror, party (Islam) privileges,

and arbitrariness toward the individual."29  

� The  greatest  Islamic  triumph  is  in  its  lying  propaganda.  Practically  everyone

believes that Islam is peaceful and tolerant.

� Islam is nothing but evil. Here is an incomplete listing of Islam's evils.

1: Islam's paradise of evil, demented, depraved sexual perversity

2: Kill the infidels wherever you find them

3: Extortion

4. Barbaric cruelty

5. Allah's teaching of pedophilia

6. Sanctioning unrestrained slavery and rape for Muhammad by his Allah

7: Sanction of wife beating

8. Allah takes a share of plundered booty

9: Allah is a barbarian

10: Teachings of torture, enslavement, beheading cruelty, eye-for-eye …..

TORTURE

Quran 22:19-22: "fight and slay the Pagans, seize them, beleaguer them, and

lie in wait for them in every stratagem" "for them (the unbelievers) garments of

fire  shall  be cut  and  there  shall  be  poured  over  their  heads  boiling  water

28 Adapted  from Edward  Dmytryk,  Odd Man Out:   A  Memoir  of  the  Holly  Ten,  Southern  Illinois

University Press, Carbondale, Illinois:  1996, p. 158.

29 Adapted from Julius Epstein, Operation Keelhaul, The story of Forced Reparation from 1944 to the

Present, The Devin-Adair Company, Old Greenwich, Connecticut:  1973, p. 62.
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whereby whatever is in their bowels and skin shall be dissolved and they will

be punished with hooked iron rods."

SLAVERY

Quran 2.178: "O you who believe! retaliation is prescribed for you in the matter

of the slain, the free for the free, and the slave for the slave, and the female for

the female, but if any remission is made to any one by his (aggrieved) brother,

then prosecution (for the bloodwit) should be made according to usage, and

payment should be made to him in a good manner; this is an alleviation from

your Lord and a mercy; so whoever exceeds the limit after this he shall have a

painful chastisement."

You kill one of my slaves, females or free man and I'll kill one of your slaves,

females or free man.

BARBARIC CRUELTY

Quran 5:38: "Cut off the hands of thieves, whether they are male or female, as

punishment for what they have done-a deterrent from God: God is almighty

and wise." 39 "But if anyone repents after his wrongdoing and makes amends,

God will accept his repentance: God is most forgiving and merciful."

EYE FOR EYE

Quran 5:45: "And We prescribed for them therein: The life for the life, and the

eye for the eye, and the nose for the nose, and the ear for the ear, and the

tooth for the tooth, and for wounds retaliation. But whoso forgoeth it (in the

way of charity) it shall be expiation for him. Whoso judgeth not by that which

Allah hath revealed such as wrong-doers."

BEHEADING

Quran 8.12: "Remember thy Lord inspired the angels (with the message): "I

am with you: give firmness to the Believers: I will instill terror into the hearts of

the Unbelievers: smite ye above their necks and smite all their finger-tips off

them."

There are 75 teachings of beheading in Quran.

SLAUGHTERING

Quran-8:67:  "It  is  not  for any prophet to have captives until  he hath made

slaughter in the land. Ye desire the lure of this world and Allah desireth (for

you) the Hereafter, and Allah is Mighty, Wise." (Allah insists that the Prophet

kill all the prisoners, and should not keep any surrendered prisoners alive until

He (the Prophet) occupies entire Arabia (and the world.)

The Quran is a mine of the most evil teachings human history has ever seen. Islam is
out-and-out Evil in the Name of God™30

30 Abridged from http://www.danielpipes.org/comments/195861)
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� The year of America's fall is 2008, when the Muslim traitor Barack Hussein Obama

was illegally elected president  of the United States of  America.  Of course,  the

DemocRAT Party had prepared this many years in advance.

� One  reason  Americans  will  never  learn  the  truth  about  Islam's  infiltration  of

America from within and without is because Barack Hussein Obama personally

ordered  all  anti-Islamic  educational  materials  purged  from  the  FBI,  American

security files, military files, and training courses. This purging was overseen by the

Justice Department and the Pentagon.

� One big lie of Islam – Islam is peaceful – begat other big lies – Islam is tolerant,

Islam is God's religion,  Muhammad is a prophet of  goodness – and these are

maintained to the present day. The lies of Islam will  occupy the minds of dumb

people in perpetuity.

� What has the United States of America received from Islam?  We now know that

Islam is peaceful and tolerant. This is the statement of Islamic exceptionalism. The

United  States  of  America  have  exchanged  the  foundational  principles  of  the

Constitution and the guiding ideas of the Founding Fathers for absolutely ZILCH!

Islam gives Americans empty words, false promises, vain, destructive dreams, and

a  vacuum  in  logic.  In  this  vacuum  facts  are  weightless,  logical  conclusions

disappear, judgment becomes relative, never just; implications founder in Islamic

emotionalism and Islamic ritual.31 

� Islam  declares  war  against  the  non-Islamic  world  and  the  non-Islamic  world

kowtows.

� The Western democracies confront Islamic aggression with silence.

� Americans' ignorance is no match for the deviousness of Islam.

� Jihadists conduct terror for the expansion of their Islamic empire.

� Islam cannot be America's ally because in reality it will be America's manipulating

master.

� Barack  Hussein  Obama's  praise  of  Islam can  be  summed up in  three  words:

Slurp! Slurp! Slurp!

� Americans  have  become  so  dumbed  down  by  POLDS  (Progressives,  Obots,

Liberals,  DemocRATS,  Socialists-Communists)  that  they are  no  longer  able  to

31 Abridged and adapted from Diana West, American Betrayal:  The Secret Assault on Our Nation's

Character, St. Martin's Press, New York:  2013, p. 248.
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understand themselves and any portion of the outside world that is not controlled

by Islam and the lamestream media.

� Islam  will  never  give  up  its  policy  of  world  domination  even  though  Islamic

countries will claim friendly relations with Western democracies.

� Islamic propaganda is conceived in Saudi-Arabia and the Muslim Brotherhood. It is

propagated by Imams and jihadists.

� Convergence  with  Islam  means  take-over  by  Islam.  Convergence  means  that

America will do everything possible to appease Islam, whose intent is to destroy

the American traditions, the American culture, and the American way of life.

� Islam ruins the world and humanity.

� By cooperating with Islam, freedom-loving societies, especially those in the West,

will spend eternity being impaled by it.

� The principles of the Constitution for the United States of America have come to

mean nothing because America has turned into an apologizer for Islam.

� The West is eager to become fools in good faith when believing that  Islam is

peaceful and tolerant. The irony is that there is no good faith in Islam.

� When it comes to exposing the infiltration of America by Islam, politicians of the

DemocRAT Party and the RINOs suddenly become silent.

� What is Islam?  An evil empire!"

� Islamic immigration is a diplomatic weapon of Islam.

� Submitting to Islamic Sharia law means that one desires to live as a barbarian.

� Islam succeeds because it provokes. The dhimmis keep silent and learn to behave

like a dog that is unable to exercise the freedom of wagging its tail.

� Islam in English means submission. A better word is terror!

� What is Islam?  When one reads reports of Islamic peacefulness and tolerance

one learns that 

Islam is censorship, 

Islam is child rape, 
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Islam is conquest, 

Islam is death for apostasy, 

Islam is forced conversion, 

Islam is no-go zones. 

Islam is pillage, 

Islam is religious cleansing, 

Islam is slavery, 

Islam is violence, 

Islam belongs to France, to Germany, to Sweden, to Great Britain, to the

United States of America.

� Those who are pro-Islam are Islam's useful fools.

� In America the real  threat is  American patriots.  Islam has become the modern

patriotism.

� In its relationship with Islam, the West has learned to disregard facts and to shut

off logical thinking.

� The  moment  an  individual  accepts  the  tenets  and  language  of  Islam,  that

individual allows his world and his sense of self respect to be hijacked along with

his language. No matter how inadvertently he uses the tenets and language of

Islam, he is now part of that cult, and has entered into a pact with evil; indeed, he

has entered into a pact with Satan.32 

� America has been infiltrated by Islam and under Obama it has apologized for its

past and converged with evil.

� Islam changes mores into immorality and evil.

� If  Islam  has  infiltrated  the  United  States  of  America  and  the  United  States

government  –  and it  has –  what  difference  does  America make in  the world?

None!  There is no longer  American exceptionalism!  America no longer  has a

national character worth defending.

� Political correctness when used in presenting Islam means to me that there is

something phony, cultic, illogical, totalitarian, unreasonable, suppression of facts,

and blockage of thinking.

� Political correctness causes the truth about Islam to become taboo.

32 Adapted  from a  quotation  by  Alain  Besaçon,  in  Robert  Conquest,  Reflections  on  a  Ravaged

Century, W. W. Norton and Company, New York:  2001 pp. 112-113.
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� In  the  wake  of  9/11  and  the  entrenchment  of  Islam  and  the  Barack  Hussein

Obama regime, American society has changed beyond recognition, … the worst

possible.

� Islam will make the American dream, or what is left of it, a nightmare.

� There never was a Golden Age of Islam. "The archaeological non-appearance of

the Islamic Golden Age is surely one of the most remarkable discoveries to come

to light in the past century. It has not achieved the sensational headlines we might

expect, for the simple reason that a non-discovery is of much less interest to the

public than a discovery. Then again, as archaeologists searched in vain through

site after site, they imagined they had just been unlucky; that with the next day's

dig the fabulous mosques, palaces and baths would be uncovered. And this has

been the pattern now for a hundred years. In fact, the entire Islamic world is a

virtual blank for roughly three centuries."

Moreover, "(w)ith the reign of Elizabeth I, England became the mortal enemy of

Catholic Europe and the Catholic power of the time was of course Spain. From this

point on, English-speaking historians tended to be heavily biased against Catholic

Spain and, unsurprisingly, extremely favorable towards Spain's Muslim enemies,

who were romanticized and portrayed as cultured and urbane. It was then that the

myth of the 'golden age' of the Spanish Caliphate was born – a myth which … still

has very wide circulation.  Yet  the reality was  quite  different:   With the Muslim

conquest of North Africa and Spain, a reign of terror was to commence that was to

last for centuries. The war in Spain dragged on (from the eighth) until the fifteenth

century."33  

� The concept of Holy War is from Islam, although the terminology  holy war is a

European  invention  that  derives  from academic  studies  of  war  in  a  European

context.34 The  concept  holy  war means  that  religious  legitimization  provides  a

justification  for  conducting war.   The Islamic  activity  of  conducting a  holy  war

based  upon  religious  justification  for  such  action  is  the  concept  of  jihad.  The

etymological development and semantic meaning of jihad have no relation to holy

war as such. "Jihad derives, rather from the root j.h.d., the meaning of which is to

strive, exert oneself, or take extraordinary pains. Jihad is a verbal noun of the third

Arabic  form of  the root  jahada,  which  is  defined classically  as  'exerting  one's

utmost  power,  efforts,  endeavors,  or  ability  in  contending  with  an  object  of

disapprobation.'  Such an object is often categorized in the literature as deriving

33 Emmet Scott,  Mohammed & Charlemagne Revisited  The History of a Controversy, New English

Review Press, Nashville, Tennessee: 2012, pp. 179 and 242 respectively.

34 Consult  Friedrich  Schwally,  Der  Heilige  Krieg  im  alten  Israel,  Volume  I  of  Semitische

Kriegsaltertümer, Deiterich Verlag, Leipzig:  1901.  
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from one of three sources: a visible enemy, the devil, and aspects of one's own

self."

Nevertheless,  "… holy  war  can  be traced  in  (Islamic)  sources,  from the  early

impossibility  of  Muhammad's  followers  defining their  own  kinship  group as the

enemy, to the materialistic raids conducted even against their own kin, to the total

declaration of war against all groups, whether kin or not, who did not accept the

truth (as stated by Muhammad) or hegemony of Islam."35 

� "Jihad is a state of permanent war (which) excludes the possibility of true peace."36

� "It is an acknowledged fact that it  was in (Islamic) Spain that the warriors who

joined the First Crusade learnt their anti-Semitism."37

� In their methods the Crusaders were no different from the Jihadis. But there still

was one important difference. The Jihadis had attacked Christendom in 629 at the

battle of  Mu’ta without provocation,  and had continued attacking Christians,  as

they still  do.  The Crusade was to roll  back in  some measure this  unprovoked

Muslim attack. The Jihadis were aggressors, while the Crusaders were defenders.

We should remember this difference!"38

� "(T)he phenomenon we call 'Crusading' began, properly speaking, in southern Italy

and more especially Spain, during the seventh and eighth centuries, as Christians-

fought a desperate rearguard action to save what they could from the advancing

Saracens. This action was to develop into a protracted struggle that was to last for

centuries,  and was to  have a  profound and devastating effect  upon European

civilization. Above all, it  meant, by sheer impact of force and time, the gradual

adoption by the Christians of many of the characteristics of their Muslim foes."39

� Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. This is the Golden rule..

However, it does not exist in Islam.  Therefore, Islam is immorl and unethical.

� ISIS and Boko Haram are not aberrations.  They are the core beliefs of Islam as

practiced by the original, evil Mohammad.

� A little more than 70% of the Koran concerns violence.

35 Reuven Firestone, Jihad:  The Origin of Holy War in Islam, Oxford University Press, Oxford:  1999,

pp 15-17; 134 respectively and passim.)

36 Bat Ye'or,  The Dhimmi:  Jews and Christians Under Islam, Fairleigh Dickinson University Press,

Madison, New Jersey:  1985, p. 46.

37 Emmet Scott, op. cit., p. 250.

38 http://www.historyofjihad.org/crusades.html.

39 Emmet Scott, op.cit, p. 241.
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� To accept Islam is to accept intolerance.

***

Further, Highly-Suggested and Excellent Readings on Islam

For the readers who have doubts about the above truths concerning Islam,

which is really a cult of massacre that has committed genocide throughout history,

aiming  for  the  elimination  of  other  cultures,  and  the  establishment  of  slavery,  I

suggest the following complementary readings:

Bostom, Andrew, editor.  The Legacy of Jihad  Islamic Holy War and the Fate of

Non-Muslims, Prometheus Books, Amherst, New York:  2005.

Bostom, Andrew, editor.  The Legacy of Islamic Antisemitism, From Sacred Texts to

Solemn History, Prometheus Books, Amherst, New York:  2008.

Bostom, Andrew.  Sharia versus Freedom  The Legacy of Islamic Totalitarianism,

Prometheus Books, Amherst, New York:  2012.

Burleigh, F. W.  It's All About Muhammad  A Biography of the World's Most Notorious

Prophet, Zenga Books, Portland, Oregon:  2014.

Dame,  Frederick  William.   The  Muslim  Discovery  of  America,  BoD,  Norderstedt:

2013.

Federer,  William J.   What Every American Needs to  Know About  the Qur'an  A

History of Islam & the United States, Amerisearch, St. Louis, Missouri:  2013.

Firestone, Reuven, Jihad:  The Origin of Holy War in Islam, Oxford University Press,

Oxford:  1999, available as a pdf at http://www.thedivineconspiracy.org/Z5245V.pdf. 

Gaubatz, David P. and Sperry, Paul.  Muslim Mafia  Inside the Secret Underworld

That's Conspiring to Islamize America, WND Books, Los Angeles, California:  2009.

Geller,  Pamela.   Stop  the  Islamization  of  America   A  Practical  Guide  to  the

Resistance, WND Books, Washington, D.C.:  2011.

McCarthy, Andrew C.  The Grand Jihad  How Islam and the Left Sabotage America,

Encounter Books, New York:  2010.

McCarthy, Andrew C.  Willful Blindness  A Memoir of the Jihad, Encounter Books,

New York: 2009.

O'Neill, John.  Holy Warriors  Islam and the Demise of Classical Civilization, Felibri

Publications, USA:  2010.
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Pressburg,  Norbert  G.  Good Bye Mohammad  Das neue Bild  des Islam,   BoD,

Norderstedt, Germany, 2011.  The complete book is in German.

Richardson, Don.  Secrets of the Koran, Regal, Ventura, California: 2003.

Scott, Emmet.  Muhammad & Charlemagne Revisited  The History of a Controversy,
New English Review Press, Nashville, Tennessee:  2012.

Solomon, Sam and Maqdisi, E Al.  Modern Day Trojan Horse  The Islamic Doctrine
of  Immigration   Accepting  Freedom  or  Imposing  Islam?,  ANM  Publishers,
Charlottesville, Virginia:  2009.

Spencer, Robert.  Did Muhammad Exist?  An Inquiry into Islam's Obscure Origins, ISI

Books, Wilmington, Delaware:  2012.

Spencer, Robert.  The Complete Infidel's Guide to the Koran, Regnery, Washington,

D.C.: 2009.

Spencer, Robert.  Arab Spring Winter Comes to America  The Truth About the War

We're In, Regnery, Washington, D.C.: 2014.

Ye'or, Bat.  The Dhimmi:  Jews and Christians Under Islam, Fairleigh Dickinson

University Press, Madison, New Jersey:  1985.

***

Pray for the souls of the past, present, and future victims of Islam!"

***

Frederick William Dame

Patriotic, Steadfast, and True

April 30, 2015
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